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FOR IMMIDIATE RELEASE

PRESS RELEASE

DCOS UP FOR ANOTHER OMNICON RETROFIT AND INSPECTION SYSTEM
INSTALLATION ON A GOSS MAGNUM PRESS

KINNA, October 8th, 2020 – In May 2020, DCOS inked a deal with Tryck i Norrbotten (Luleå, Sweden) to
future-proof their eight tower, single folder Goss Magnum press. The order includes a “full DCOS package
solution”, replacing and retrofitting the complete Omnicon system, the shaftless drive system and the QTI
Multicam system.
Obsolescence of components and support on the Omnicon platform has been driving factors behind the
decision as well as the desire to improve waste efficiency and productivity.
“DCOS became the natural choice for us as they can
take ownership of all automation systems on the
press & auxiliary equipment and be the long-term
partner we need to secure future support and uptime
from one source. The Closed-Loop Density system is
an essential part of our project and we have very
high expectations on it being the ROI driver on this
whole investment.” Says Leif Bergström, CEO at
Tryck i Norrbotten.
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The Goss Magnum press was installed in 2009 and is unique in the aspect it has a Goss Universal folder with
single former board and three sections ribbon split, all stitched.

Tryck i Norrbotten is a fully owned subsidiary of Norr Media AB which is part of the NTM Media group. NTM
group is publishing thirty-three newspapers and operating three printshops across Sweden.
NTM group recently continued its growth in northern part of Sweden by acquiring the newspaper “Norran”.
The consecutive closure of “Norrans” printing operation has consequently further increased the print
volume at Tryck i Norrbotten.
In order to minimize operational and consumable costs, Tryck i Norrbotten decided to invest in a complete
Print Inspection System with Density, Register and Cut-off control. 24 Closed-loop cameras will be installed
to ensure maximum waste efficiency and high consistent print quality.
In addition, DCOS sister company AMAL Webline will carry out a retrofit on two of the existing AR70A
splicers.
Mattias Andersson, CEO at DCOS: “I’m honored that Leif and his team decided to partner up with DCOS, I’m
convinced this will be a success for both parties now and in the future. DCOS has done many similar projects
over the years and I think this is where we can bring most value to our customers, one partner that can take
overall responsibility and make sure to get the maximum press performance.“
The installation will take place in the fourth quarter of 2020 and finalize prior to the new year.
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About DCOS Inspection System
DCOS Inspection Systems is a range of in-house developed camera based systems for the printing industry.
The systems automate a majority of the traditionally manual quality adjustments made in the printing
process. This in turn increases productivity and cost effectiveness as waste, start-up time, use of
consumables and manning can be greatly reduced. At the same time a high and consistent quality is
guaranteed.
DCOS Inspection System measures solid ink micro marks. Offline densitometric measurement of ink solid is
proven in the industry for decades, it simple and stable. DCOS has reengineered the concept and developed
an online high-speed solution adaptable to any press. This technology is optimized for best performance,
repeatability and effectiveness. This is proven at installation across the globe.
About DCOS
DCOS offers custom-designed automated solutions with a focus on user-friendliness, efficiency and
reliability – the aim is to maximize the productivity of the customers.
DCOS offers a new approach in operation and control systems, operator interfaces, production follow-up
and camera-based inspection systems for new and printing press installations, including retrofitting of
existing ones. The company has printing press customers across the world and operates a strong service
organization based on a network of carefully selected and skilled agents and partners.

Contact information:
Leif Bergström, CEO Tryck I Norrbotten
+46 70 554 36 39, leif.bergstrom@tryckinorr.se
Mattias Andersson, CEO DCOS Sweden AB
+46 320 207544, mattias.andersson@dcos.se
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